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Meetyour candidates for Student Body
President and Vice President of Associated

of," Hamaker said.
Between the two of them, Hamaker and Tshilombo

Student Community(ASC)for the 2019"reach the widest possible community at George Fox,"
2020 school year at George Fox University(GFU)! Alexa
Hamaker claimed.
Hamaker, a political science and philosophy double major,
Hamaker was an athlete for two years and is a WPHP
is running with Kevin Tshilombo, a marketing and man
participant. Tshilombo, whose responsibilities as vice

agement double major. Kokanee EUingson, a psychology
president would include leading the living area represen
major, is running with Meghen Elford, a sociology major. tatives, was a representative himself. He has worked in
Hamaker and Tshilombo have been inspired to run by activities and events and is involved in multicultural life.
the potential they see in the student body.
The two have very different majors."When we have
We have a really unique culture at George Fox and
stretched ourselves to reach all different kinds of com
we want to cultivate an even better environment

We

munities, I think we have a good perspective on what the

want to empower people to know their representatives and

average student is like," Hamaker said.

what they can do," Hamaker said.

express their voices and have their thought[s] and opin
ions brought to the tables of decision makers," Tshilombo

If elected as president, EUingson wants "to create
a platform for other people to step onto and voice the
ways that they feel like they need to be represented more.
It's more about being a resource and empowering other

added.

students."

We want to be a medium through which they can

The pair wants to "create better and clearer rela

tionships between students and ASC" in light of recent
restructuring and "make sure that there are more inclusive

events and programming happening."

According to Tshilombo, "this includes the empower
ment of multicultural organizations Because they're a
key aspect to the success of a lot of students." Hamaker is

passionate about uniting the William Penn Honors Pro

gram (WPHP)with the rest of campus.
"There are really cool things that we do in the honors

"We want students to realize that they can create the
change," her running mate Elford added.
EUingson is passionate about "creating specifically
safe spaces or environments for people to talk about tough
conversations like mental illness." In her role as social jus

tice intern for Spiritual Life (SpiL), Elford "gets to do a lot
of hard conversations and see a lot of hard things. This

helped me see campus from many different perspectives
and hear many different complaints and ideas that need to
be changed."

program that I think other people would love to be a part
Photo by Regan Hill
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EUingson and Elford want to reach out to "communi

ties that feel like they're not heard on campus. Sometimes
there are communities that don't feel like they have that
voice," EUingson explained. Elford emphasized providing
a "platform for people of color or any minorities really
to be able to speak or bring people to campus to speak or
share their stories."

EUingson believes her team is qualified because she
and Elford "both have experience in leadership, we both

have been on ASC,both of us have been on the represen
tation team, which is the team that we vtiU be running,"
she said.

"We have experience working with students Some
thing that I love about our team is that it's two women.
Ijust like the idea of having a female president and vice
president because that brings a new perspective that we
haven't seen in a long time. I think we're both prepared
and passionate about listening," she said.

Campus Activism During

Black History Month
ByJen Wright

George Fox University's(GFU)Black Student
Union(BSU)is celebrating Black History
Month by inviting students to have tlieir own
conversations about social issues regarding race and dis

Coyne's perspective is one she hopes students will be
able to come to understand.

crimination.

"The fact that this isn't a shared experience, and the
fact that I feel like the majority of campus isn't aware that
this is something that the black community on campus

The BSU put up posters on the canyon bridge on Feb.
1 in remembrance of black individuals lost to police bru
tality, and posters in the quad in honor of black individu

struggles with is a problem for me," said Coyne.
Students on campus need to support each other and
be more active in including other people and issues in the

als' achievements.

conversation, said Coyne.

The posters have a picture of the individual, a short
biography, and a "sunrise" and "sunset" date to mark

"To be a Christian campus and say 'let's walk along

exist to "humanize the de-humanized," and cause students

side each other and share each other's burdens and sup
port one another,' that's an area that I need support and
it's lacking," said Coyne.
Increasing student awareness of the existence of these

to see them as real people.
"I think the whole idea of police brutality has become

issues is one of the BSU's goal. Coyne wants the posters
to prompt students to look the names up and learn about

something that's politicized," said Coyne."A lot of times

their stories.

their birth and death.

Jessica Coyne, BSU president, said the biographies

people don't really take the time to think of the person

and their story. Even in the media it s just oh, black man
killed by cop;' it's never a name, or their story, or where
they came from."

Coyne hopes the posters will prompt more students to
be active in the conversation.

"I really struggle with the fact that black people being

"I think, instead of people of color constantly initiat

ing it, I'd like to see more white students initiating it," said
Coyne. "I think there's this kind of thought process of 'oh,
why does it always have to be about race,' or 'why do you
always have to bring up your background or your experi
ences.'"

For a healthy community, communication needs to

killed by police is something that I grieve and something

happen, and Coyne wants all students to know that they

that is part of my lived experience, and it's my lived
experience to always wonder 'who's going to be next; is it
going be my dad, is it going to be my brother; my uncle',"

can stand up and start talking about it.

said Coyne.

CFU is hosting a panel on Feb. 26 to discuss police
brutality, and all students are invited to participate.
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Serve Trip to Sierra Leone
By Emma Bach

On Saturday,students and faculty from the
George Fox University(GFU)art and de
sign department departed on a serve trip to
Makeni, Sierra Leone. Those attending include senior
McKenzie Young, senior Lillian Garver, and Jillian Sokso,

"We printed 400 posters in three days. We drank a ton
of coffee and ate pizza and got a little delirious, but we
wanted it," Young said. "The thinking behind this project
was 'how can we come alongside our sisters, the women

professor of art and design. They are going to West Africa

of color we walk alongside, with humility and respect and
silence our voices in pursuit of hearing theirs?' It was an

with one goal in mind; to teach women with disabilities

exercise in collaboration between each other and with the

the art of papermaking.

women whose quotes we were illustrating."
In addition to selling their hand-printed posters,
Sokso, Carver and Young held paper-making and book
binding workshops. Students could pay to learn these arts
while simultaneously supporting the serve trip.
Garver described the trip as "a wonderful opportunity
to be the hands and feet ofJesus ^vith these women direct

The trip is through Women of Hope International, an

organization that aims "to promote transformation among
people with disabilities in the developing world; especially
women." Young, who wrote a detailed blog post about the

serve trip and how it came to be, emphasized the "epi
demic" of under-education of women around the world.

"While we aren't equipped to go and provide prima
ry education to every girl, we can at least bring skills to

ly" while in Sierra Leone.

women that will help them move out of the rut a lack of

and go," Carver said.

education has put them in," Young said.

Fundraising was a major focus before the trip — Sok
so, Carver and Young diligently screen-printed posters
to sell in order to raise money to support their journey
to Sierra Leone. The posters feature different women of

color and activists(Maya Angelou,June Jordan, bell hooks

"I believe the Lord is asking me to step out in faith
The trip has been highly anticipated and, as stated
from Women of Hope International, will "equip the body
of Christ" and encourage all "to think Biblically, love
inclusively [and] act holistically."
"I am excited to learn from them," Young said. "I am
excited to meet them and get to know them. I am excit

and Audre Lorde) and are accompanied by notable quotes ed to see their country and to help teach them what I so

from each woman. Young elaborated on the extensive
printing process:

recently learned myself."

Two GFU Roommates Take on
"The Bachelor" with Podcast
By JVlolly Williams

IfandyouTaryn
told roommates
Alec Fernandez-Morales
Girard their freshman year that they
would eventually have a podcast about "The

Bachelor" together, they would've both laughed at you.
However, that changed the moment they ordered micro
phones off of Amazon and started "Taryn and Friend."
A podcast about the current season of "The Bach

elor," "Taryn and Friend" dives into each episode with

commentary from both roommates. The podcast, which
comes out weekly, also has several segments including one
dedicated to all things Nick Viall (their favorite bachelor),
and "Taryn and Other Friends," a segment where a new
guest comes on each week to share their opinions on the
episode at hand.

Fernandez-Morales appreciates when guests appear
on their podcast. "It's a fun change of pace to hear what
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other viewers think of the drama on Colton's season," he
said.

They may be experts now, but that wasn't always the
case. Both heard of the reality show before, which centers
around an eligible bachelor who dates up to 30 women at
once in hopes of proposing to one at the end.
However, it wasn't until their sophomore year that
they were invited to watch the premiere of Nick Viall's
season with some friends that they became the gurus

they are today. This weekly get-together not only sparked
friendships but a newfound love for the show.
Their process is simple: watch the episode, then
record a podcast immediately after. Not only do they take
notes during the show, they "briefly discuss a vague oudine
of the topics [they] want to hit and in which order." After
that "we just kind of wing it until the episode is over,"
Fernandez-Morales said.

They also make sure to stay vocally engaged with their

friends during the episode. "It's not all work and no play,"
Girard said. The podcast is recorded on Anchor, an easy

platform for creating podcasts, it is distributed to several
media outlets and uploaded.

While they initially didn't expect many hsteners, the

response they have gotten has been "surprisingly better
than [they] thought it would be." Friends and acquain
tances have stopped them on campus, giHng positive
feedback on the show; some even volunteering to appear
as guests.

"So far I think people like it which makes me happy,
but even if people didn't like the podcast it would stiU be
fun because I'm just enjoying getting to create something,"
Girard said.

Their top three can change here and there, but as of
the latest episode here are their picks: Fernandez-Morales

says Gassie will win, with Hannah G. as runner up, fol
lowed by Tayshia. Girard predicts Hannah G. for the win,
with Gassie as runner up and Hannah B. in third.
If you want to hear juicy debates and drama regard
ing "The Bachelor" from your fellow peers, you can tune
into "Taryn and Friend" on Spotify, iTunes, Apple Music
and the Podcast App each week. To send in questions,

opinions and topics you want them to cover, or if you're
interested in being a guest you can e-mail tgirardl5@
georgefox.edu or afernandezmoralesl5@georgefox.edu.

Spoken Word: A Space for Sharing
By Emma Bach

On Friday evening, the Black Student Union
(BSU) hosted a spoken word event at George
Fox University(GFU). With a black curtain
backdrop, warm mood lighting, hot drinks, and a full
crowd, Lemmons 8 was nearly unrecognizable as the lec
ture hall it usually is.

name a few.

"The theme was the Black Student Union's theme for

Black History Month last year," Watts said. "We saw it
fitting to continue the tradition."
While those performing initially had to sign up before
hand, there was time left at the end for open mic. Many
used this chance to express themselves and read their

Ellie Watts, a third-year student and secretary for the
BSU, had a notable role in planning the event along with poetry.
The spoken word event provided students with a safe
Intercultural Resource Center (IRC)intern Kaheela Reid,
space,
one where they could be vulnerable and share with
a fourth-year student. There have been other spoken word
out limitation or hesitation. Those attending were able to
events in the past; a tradition the IRC hopes to continue.

This year, the theme for the event was "Know the
past, shape the future." Many students shared poems

relate and understand one another more effectively after
hearing the range of thoughts, stories and experiences
divulged throughout the evening.
The environment in Lemmons 8 was one of accep
tance, love and comfort — students encouraged one

they'd written — there were a few musical performances

another through nerves and enthusiastic applause followed

"It is for students to come and share their thoughts,

ideas, emotions via spoken word," Watts said. "It allows
for students to share whatever is on their hearts."

as well. The pieces touched on a number of topics; family, every performance.
race, identity, politics, religion, and mental health, to
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What Does the Bible

Really Say About
Evolution?
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By
Morgan
Postlewoit

(Guest Submission)
Graphic by Bryce Heimuller
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Are we allowed to interpret the Bible? Absolute
ly. I think we can interpret the Bible far more
than we resdize, because it's actually impossi
ble to understand without our interpreting it. So, why is
it that interpreting the first few chapters of Genesis, or at
least looking for a non-literal underst2mding of them, can
come across as taboo?

Since Genesis is divinely-inspired, it is entirely possible

(and,in my opinion, very likely) that the details about the
order of creation of the different species were included

solely to help us understand evolution. So now that we
can see that Genesis isn't necessarily immediately at odds
with evolution as the mechanism for God's creation, let's
address some of the most common arguments against

I think this is because of the way some Christians have evolution.
Most arguments against evolution,from a Christian
begun to view their faith. They see it as under attack from
perspective,
note that evolution eliminates the need or the
the outside world, and they need to staunchly defend it
against anything that could weaken it. However, this leaves existence for a Creator. They also usually cite a six-day
Christians vulnerable. This is why we have a reputation of creation. The theory of evolution does not even attempt
to explain how the first life came to be. Itjust beheves that
being close-minded and argumentative: we are too afraid
there was one source that was divided again and again to
to ask ourselves the hard questions. I think no controver
produce
all the diversity that we see on the earth now.
sial topic demonstrates this more than that of evolution.
I
have
no problem with believing that this first life
Let's flip this narrative then, and ask a tough question,
form was produced by God,and then he controlled the
and struggle to answer it. So, does evolution have a role
to play in creation, as it is understood by Christians? Yes, entire process of natural selection producing more and
it does. Moreover, Genesis actually supports the theory of more species. The only details we get from the Bible are
that God speaks things into existence and then they are.
evolution as the mechanism for Cod's creation of life.
This doesn't preclude him from ordering the existing life
Before I start, let me define a few terms,just to make
to diversify into different species. As for needing a six-day
sure we're all on the same page. Evolution is the process
creation, Ijust personally don't think that an all-powerful,
of organisms slowly becoming more and more differen

tiated from one another(by the process of natural selec
tion), until they are considered separate species. When I
say slowly, I mean slowly. Millennia.

The concept of natural selection is key to this theo

ry's functionality. Natural selection is dependent on the

omniscient being exists within the constraints of time.
What could be a "day" to God, could be a millennia to us.
More likely, in my opinion, God doesn't think in time.

Why would that be necessary, for someone who exists
eternally? No,I think the language of days in Genesis

understanding that organisms within a species that are

was used so that we could better understand the different

"stronger" are more likely to reproduce, therefore passing
on their "stronger" genes. Stronger, as I use it here, does
not necessarily refer to physical strength, butjust a better

stages of creation (and therefore have bibhcal evidence

ability to survive in one's environment. This could refer
to better camouflage, the ability to run faster, or being
able to figure out how to crack open a certain kind of nut.
This process makes logical sense and is observable in the
natural world.

Genesis starts by outlining the order of creation, as
pertaining to specific days: light and dark, earth and sky,

land and water, plants, stars, fish and birds, mammals, and
humans. The order of creation here mirrors that proposed
by evolution scientists.
The general theme with evolution is that you start

with the simplest form of life, and then develop more and
more complex organisms. The Bible nails this. Plants are
considered simpler than animal species, fish have been

determined to precede land animals, etc. No, the Bible
doesn't mention bacteria, or a whole bunch of other

groups of animals, but it doesn't need to. It follows the
trend and isn't immediately at odds with evolution.

for evolution as the mechanism of creation). All things
considered, I think that insisting on a six-day creation
or that evolution eliminates the need for a creator is just
Christians refusing to engage in some spiritual wrestling.
Furthermore, Darwin himself did not believe that evolu
tion caused any conflict with his Christian faith.
Another common problem that Christians cite is
that evolution means we evolved from monkeys, and that
means we weren't made in God's image. Firstly, humans
did not evolve from monkeys. Rather, monkeys and
humans had a common ancestor, and evolved separately,

along a similar timeline. Furthermore, most theologians
argue that there is more to the image of God than our
physical appearance, and I agree with them. We are set
apart by our souls, intelligence, and morality just as much
as our different physical forms.
This image of God would be the "breath of life"
that God breathed into the clay, as described in Genesis.

This story reflects a point in the evolution of the physi
cal species that God decided to give a spirit or soul to his
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interpret the Word, and 3) it is okay to not have an answer
to every question people may throw at you.
us apart from other species.
Essentially, I find no reason to distrust evolution
There's also the question of original sin, and how that
simply because it doesn't immediately match the Sunday
fits into the picture of human evolution. This is pretty
tricky, and I'm not sure I have an answer for it yet. Maybe, school version of Genesis we all know. There's plenty that
we already interpret from the Bible and there's plenty
as we developed the ability to reason and determine right
of
things that would be useful to know that are missing.
from wrong, our moral code didn't develop at the same
We are meant to wrestle with what we can observe in the
rate. Maybe God designed us in this way because the end
result wiU bring about more good, and more glory to him. natural world and how that fits into the bigger picture of
God's creation.
Or maybe, God produced "perfect" humanity through
By refusing to engage with difficult subjects and ques
evolution and then they in some way rebelled against him,
tions, we are doing ourselves a disservice as Ghristians,
essentially "falling." I don't know, but I am comfortable
and missing out on chances to learn and grow spiritually.
with that.
So please, don't immediately discount evolution as a sci
Here are biggest takeaways: 1) evolution is not inher
entific theory. Instead, learn about it. Read the Bible and
ently at odds with Ghristian faith, and neither is science
the creation stories. Pray about it. Struggle to understand
in general, for that matter, 2) no matter what you believe
God's creation, and you wiU walk away a stronger Christian.
it wiU be necessary to struggle with deeper questions and

creation. It was this soul that is his image, and is what sets

1
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Where Do We Draw the Line?

Cancel Culture
By Megan Stewart

When media companies aren't reporting
about the breakout of a civil war or anoth

Sarcasm aside, I don't think cancefing someone is

always a bad thing. In a way, it's something we've always
done to keep society in check, even when we can't take

er climate catastrophe, they're spodighting
the latest 'canceled' public figure.
If you're not familiar with the term,'canceling' is akin
to ending a famous person's career, someone like a celeb

legal action. If we had no standards at which to hold and
to judge people socially, any behavior might fly, no matter

rity or a politician who did or said something heinous.
Usually the rallying cry occurs over social media, where

pitchforks for what seems to me to be the smallest of mis

the evidence of the celeb's wrongdoing is easily spread.
Everyone seems to love a good canceling. Some start
them. Some hate them. There are many 'cancel culture'
haters out there that will click on stories about celebrity

misfires just as fast as the people who support every boy

how repugnant.

It's just frustrating, though, when people grab their
takes. AsJesus said,"He who is without sin cast the first
stone." Isn't it possible for someone to change? Haven't

you, angered reader, become a better person over time?
Haven't you cringed at some of the things that have left
your lips in the past?

exhausting because users are either complaining about

I know I have. Luckily few have wound up on Facebook or Twitter. And I can only hope that the people who
knew me then have either forgotten my past transgressions

what the celebrity said or complaining about what others
are saying about what the celebrity said. It's the same old

saw me as ignorant.

cott.

Scrolling through the comment sections these days is

or acknowledged my growth. I'd hate to think they stiff

Speaking of ignorance, I will admit there is some

drivel that never solves anything.
We get it, you're offended. But do you have to take the

ignorance that is hard to overlook. For instance, photos re

bait every time? Save some of this passion for something

surfacing of white politicians and talk show hosts in black
face. I know about minstrel shows and the deep-seated

that actually matters and affects you.
And of course, online media outlets have taken note

racism associated with such events, so it makes me uncom

of this trend. It's in their best interest to fan the flames.

fortable and a little angry to see people with my skin color

Because, you know, dredging up comedian Kevin Hart's
old homophobic tweets — beliefs for which he apologized
and condemned several years ago, I might add — and
pressuring him into stepping down from hosting the Os

be so stupid. Even though these photos were taken back
in the 80's, I can'tjust roll my eyes, flick my wrist, and say,

cars is so much more important for audiences to discuss

"Come on, guys, that was in the past."
But then again, maybe I'm just a hypocrite. I mean,I
did just defend Kevin Hart, and his actions were hurtful,

than the abuses of large pharmaceutical companies like
Big Pharma or the rise in global sex trafficking.
Screw caring about real problems. Let's make that

Where exactly do we draw the line with cancel cul
ture? This is an actual question. I'm asking because I don't

repentant comedian pay.

know.

too.

, ■
■
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How the heck do we know? And what gives us the

It seems like everyone has their individual biases for
what is a cancelable offense and what is forgivable.
We may be more understanding of our favorite sing
er's assault and battery charge than of an artist we loathe

Though, if any type of person deserves to be canceled
— shunned by society — I think most people would agree

or toward whom we hold no opinion. We may lash out
more often against a political opponent but keep quiet

murderers, sexual predators, and others who have com
mitted violent crimes fit the bill.

when the charges are against an ally. Sometimes we may
condemn and stop supporting them but much less vehe

I guess my criteria for boycotting someone is when I
feel giving them a second chance — sometimes a third or

mently than we would if the roles were reversed.

fourth — would be detrimental to society.
Like, if we were to "forgive" Harvey Weinstein a few
decades into the future, when perhaps he has apologized
and declared that he has learned his lesson and paid the

And sometimes our own experiences or lack thereof
can cloud our judgment.

right to tell them they don't deserve to be offended?

"Oh, just suck it up," we say to a group of people to
whom we don't belong. "Stop playing the victim. It's really price. If we were to do that, would that set a precedent

that even people who are truly evil — and you'd have to

not that bad."

be, if you could stomach manipulating and forcing women
into performing sex acts on you for years — could seek
and achieve redemption.

What does that tell his victims? Perhaps that coming
forward is useless, because in the end, there are no serious

consequences for the assailant. Society will decide how

long he should stand in exile for an act that they didn't
experience.

What does that tell future perpetrators of such crimes?
That's the scariest thought.
Of course, I could name numerous examples of

people who have turned their lives around after going to
jail for murder or drug-running, eventually contributing to
society. In Christian culture, we celebrate these individu
als. Our very own Paul started out killing Christians, but
over thousands of years he has become one of the most

beloved and respected biblical figures.
m

To their credit, his fellow followers of Christ didn't
just accept his words at face value. He had to prove to
them he had changed.
And maybe that's what we have to do, as well, when

determining in the present who gets 'canceled' or not.
We have to let them take the reins and actively prove

to us they deserve redemption.

I read a post on Tumblr recently that discussed Liam
Neeson's confession. If you haven't heard, the actor ad
mitted to wandering through black neighborhoods when
he was in his twenties, hoping that a dark-skinned man
would pick a fight so that he'd have reason to kill. Even
though he condemned the racism of his youth, many peo
ple weren't as willing to leave it in the past.
One line in the Tumblr post said, "If you don't let
people change, they'll stop trying."

I believe no one should be forced to forgive anyone if
they don't want to.

But it's definitely something to chew on.
Photos by Dylan Erlehach
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ByJustin Chang
(Guest Submission)

Three months ago,I stood on a public bus back

I suggest the following two action steps:

in Hong Kong. I mulled over problems that I
just cannot seem to answer: who is this Chris
tian God? is he really that perfect? why should I be bow

1) Students should ask what their faith really means
to them and engage in as much theological discussions as

ing to a religion that seems more like dictatorship than a
friendship? heck... does he even exist?
I tried to keep my calm, holding on to what litde I
have left of a religion that I believed in for 18 years. I've

possible, while being willing to embrace the truth when it

come to one conclusion: Christianity is not as viable as I
thought. When confronted with questions about the ex
istence of God, most of my peers would respond with sim
ple Sunday school answers. That wasn't enough to help
the litde faith I had left. That day, I snapped. I could not
hold on to my faith anymore and became an agnosdc.
One of the many promises of George Fox Univer
sity(GFU)is that students will "be known - personally,

academically, and spiritually." Another is that we will
"gain deeper understandings of God in the context of

a Christ-centred community focused on loving God and

arrives.

2) Students should be more understanding and willing
to listen to people with different viewpoints. Outside of
GFU,there will be people who hold drastically different
beliefs than you. It is important to know how to actually
have a civil debate instead of a shouting match.
GFU should also promote an environment of discus
sion in order to get people to be ready for the real world.
For while Christianity has some reasonable claims to truth,
as I learned from my Christian apologetics class, there are
so many questions that need to be attempted outside of
the classroom and require further deliberation. I also ask

Yet it doesn't seem like every faith is recognized for
its beliefs. I dare say that it is more like propaganda, what

that if chapels are to be mandatory that they be more real
in the songs or the messages they deliver; simply saying
that "God is so good" may not resonate with everyone.
Now,I do not wish for GFU to be a secular campus,

with all the mandatory chapels and the secondary treat
ment of other religions. This should not only discourage

are to say that GFU is of a Christian faith, all I ask of my

people and by learning how faith can develop whole per
sons who become outstanding professionals."

people of faith, but also embolden those of different faiths
to turn their back to Christianity as I have.

So now the question becomes: what do I think the
students of GFU should do about it?

nor will I claim that I have all the answers. Rather, if we

peers and professors is to avoid just accepting Christianity
at face value. Rather, be of an inquisitive mind and see if
your ideas are philosophically sound.
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Philosophers:
An Endangered Species
By Ana Imes

Youjorslikely
don t know many philosophy ma
at George Fox University(GFU). That's
because we re rapidly dropping in number. I

happen to be the only remaining philosophy major in the
class of 2022. This makes me not only lonely, but bewil
dered.

I know that Fm not the only freshman exploring
the big questions(who is God, what does it mean to be

human, what do we know, how does language shape our
ideas, where did the universe come from, should I be wor
ried about a pending alien invasion, etc.). So where are
my fellow philosophers?

One obvious answer is that they are hiding among
those who are afraid of not being able to get ajob after
obtaining a degree in the humanities. Well friends, you
can come out to play. It is well-known in the legal commu
nity that philosophy majors are the group that score the

highest on the Law School Admission Test(LSAT), likely
because of how philosophy develops our critical-thinking
skills. Surely, I'm not the only freshman at GFU who is

interested in pursuing law as a career. A few other poten

tial careers for philosophy majors include writing, editing,
journalism, marketing, and public policy.
Some prospective philosophy majors may worry that
studying philosophy won t provide the practical skills
needed in the real world. I use philosophy every day.
Asking the big questions causes me to question my own
actions and thinking critically about the way the world
works has helped me live more intentionally. I am con
fident that the things I say and do match what I believe

about the world more and more every day. If learning to
think critically, ask better questions, and express ideas ar
ticulately is impractical, then the societal rejection of the

study of philosophy would make sense. But as it turns out,
these skills are still in high demand.
If you still aren't convinced of the practical need for

philosophy in today's world, consider majoring in philoso

phy alongside another "more practical" major. With only
39 credits required for a philosophy degree, you should
have plenty of room to double major.

Please join me in my love of wisdom. I'll see you in
class.
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I happen to he the only re
maining philosophy major
CC

in the class

if2022

Want to he Published?
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